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WHAT IS THE ACADEMY? 

The British School of Guangzhou Academy offers a wide range of extracurricular experiences outside of normal 

school hours. They’re great opportunities for students to try something new and discover talents in areas they 
didn’t realise existed, or to improve on skills they already have. 

Everything from Mixed Media and STEAM, to football and coding is available — we work with our own teachers 

to ensure that what we provide is not only creative but quality. 

  

Tuesday ( 8 sessions)

January 18, 25

February 15, 22

March
1, 8, 15, 22 (29 make-up session-  
if required)

Thursday (8 sessions)

January 20, 27

February 17, 24

March
3, 10, 17, 24 (31 make-up session-  
if required)

Friday (8 sessions)

January 21, 28

February 18, 25

March
4, 11, 18, 25 (1st April make-up session-  
if required)

SCHEDULE 



PRICING 

Club Charge Per Session Total Cost Lead Teacher(s)

Science/STEAM Academy ¥150 1,200 Mr Starkey/Miss Fan

Mosaic Masterclass Academy ¥150 1,200 Mrs Peralta

Acting Academy ¥150 1,200 Mrs Prendi

Football Academy ¥175 1,400 Mr Charles

Hip-Hop Dance Academy ¥150 1,200 Miss Seven

Swimming Academy ¥175 1,400 Mrs Howell/Ms Michelle/Mr Lee

Coding Acdemy ¥150 1,200 Mr McLaughlin/Mr Elsmore

Debating Academy ¥150 1,200 Mr Kaminskas

K-Pop Dance Academy ¥150 1,200 Miss Seven

Basketball Academy ¥150 1,200 Mr Frijing

Python Coding Academy ¥150 1,200 Mr Rutherford 

Badminton Academy ¥150 1,200 Miss Tracy



Club Day Age Group Location No. of 
Students Details

Hip-Hop Tuesday Y4-8 Primary Dance 
Studio 20

Hip-Hop Dance originates from street dancing and is 
popular all around the world. Hip-Hop dance usually 
involves  big and simple movements,  but also can 
use complex motions and some fancy steps! It is 
easy to learn, thus it is loved by many people across 
all ages ranges. Children will learn the basic 
knowledge about Hip-Hop Dance before moving on 
to more complex moves and dancing with others. By 
the end of the programme, they will learn 1-2 full 
pieces of dance, have lots of fun and improve their 
fitness!

Python Coding Tuesday Y5-6
Primary 

Computer 
Room

24

Python coding has been growing in popularity, 
especially among coders who are beginning their 
journey into the world of ones and zeros! As part of 
this academy course, children will start with the 
beginnings of understanding code by generating text 
based scripts, such as password generators and 
interactive quizzes. As they grow in confidence, they 
will be introduced to graphics modules and 
eventually fully functional video games! All levels are 
welcome, there will be structure for beginners and 
challenge for those already familiar.

STEAM Tuesday Y5-9 Lab 4 24

STEAM is now regarded as one of the most important 
academic disciplines and this is an exciting 
opportunity for students to learn and enhance their 
practical fine motor skills, teamwork and creativity  
through a range of practical science and STEAM 
activities.

Acting Thursday Y4-6 NCL-43 20

The Acting Academy is aimed at developing the 
students' communication, performance and self- 
expression. The children will learn various dramatic 
techniques, such as using their intonation, body 
language and facial expression to portray a variety of 
roles. These skills will support creativity, public 
speaking confidence, and offer plenty of fun in the 
process. 

Football Tuesday Y5-6
Primary & 
Secondary 

Football Fields
16

In the initial stage when children are being 
introduced to football (age 6-12), the young player’s 
love of football is awakened and deepened through 
playing the game and they discover the need to 
master a certain number of techniques; they will 
also find their position on the pitch and understand 
the need to interact with their team-mates to be able 
to beat the opponents. Coordination exercises, 
exercises to develop agility and suppleness as well 
as games based on reactions and changes of 
direction are also part of training for this age group. 
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Club Day Age Group Location No. of 
Students Details

Swimming Tuesday Y1-3 Pool 12
Our very popular swimming academy returns and 
will focus on increasing water safety as well as 
developing stroke technique in front crawl, breast-
stroke and backstroke.

Swimming Thursday Y4-6 Pool 16

Basketball Tuesday Y1-3 Sports Hall 16

BSG Basketball Academy Y1-3 is a is a great place for 
your child to learn the game of basketball while 
having lots of fun. This program is for all skill levels 
and is based on having FUN through playing 
basketball. In the training your child will practice 
their motor skills through games, as well as their 
English and ability to work together in a team. 
Overall happiness is what counts for this academy.

Basketball Thursday Y4-6 Covered 
Basketball Area 16

BSG Basketball Academy for Y4 to 6 is a dedicated 
sports program designed to train and educate 
students of all ages and abilities using fundamental 
and dynamic training techniques. Our basketball 
Academy focuses on the basic fundamentals of 
basketball: ball-handling, shooting, footwork, 
passing, defence and much more!

Coding Academy Tuesday Y1-2 Primary STEAM 
Lab 24

We are offering an opportunity to learn to code using 
several different pieces of hardware that can be 
programmed. We will use OSMO coding tiles and 
APP to understand how to create a code for a 
machine to work. The course will progress onto 
more complicated coding using Legos and Dash and 
Dot robots. There will be an element of creating, 
engineering, problem-solving and debugging.Coding Academy Thursday Y3-4 Primary STEAM 

Lab 24

Badminton Thursday Y5 & 6 Sports Hall 16

  A 1-hour session focused on improving badminton   
  skills through tailored drills and matches.

Badminton Friday Secondary Sports Hall 16
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Club Day Age Group Location No. of 
Students Details

Debating 
Academy Thursday Y5-9 N-CL45 20

Have you ever argued and lost? Have you ever tried 
to win with words but don’t know how? Debate club 
will give you the skills to construct arguments 
correctly and hopefully, become victorious. Come 
along and who knows, you may be a future United 
Nations Debate winner and moreover, win the 
famous Jack Petchey Speak Out trophy where you 
may become a real-life, change-maker!

Mosaic 
Masterclass 

Academy
Tuesday Y1-3 N-CL22 16

Mosaic is an art technique which uses small parts 
such as tiles, glass and marble to make a picture. It 
dates all the way back to the Egyptians who used 
this technique to make jewellery and decorative 
walls. In this masterclass, children will look at 
patterns and learn about how shapes fit together. It 
will improve their fine motor skills and allow them 
an opportunity to be imaginative.Mosaic 

Masterclass 
Academy

Thursday Y4-6 N-CL22 16

K-Pop Dance 
Academy Thursday Y4-8 Primary Dance 

Studio 20

K-pop Dance is from the Korean Boys' or Girls' group 
choreography. It has its own features that differ from 
other dance style, it is more about performing 
yourself to the audience, so your facial expression is 
important. In this academy, you'll learn few short  K-
pop dance pieces, both boys' and girls' group. So 
come and join us!
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